I've been designing and supplying hostage negotiator telephone systems for over thirty years. Not surprisingly, I get a lot of phone calls asking "Do you have..." or "Wouldn't it be neat if..." and "Have you thought of...". One question that pops up on a regular basis is "Do you sell a wireless throw phone?"

I have always resisted the urge to design such a phone because of several basic problems a wireless throw phone would encounter. Call it Sam's Law:

All wireless throw phones use batteries, the batteries will wear down and fail over time and that failure will occur at the worst possible time.

At Rescue Phone, we have spent the last year developing our new Cellular Response Console™ for the FBI and we did a great deal of research on cell phones available to the public. In the process we uncovered the perfect solution for a low-cost wireless throw phone and I have finally learned to embrace the concept. In fact, I now see that some issues that I thought were faults may actually be beneficial to law enforcement.

I like the idea so much that I want to share the simple steps you can take to do it yourself, and I will also point out that this will work for any negotiations team, even those using products from our competitors.

**How to build it**

For best results you will need two relatively inexpensive items that are well within the budget of even the most cash-strapped agency:

1. **A cell phone.** Sometimes one can be found in your department's recovered property room and assigned to your Crisis Negotiations Unit. If that's not possible, most cellular carriers have a free, or all-most free, basic handset with a minimum of features. The more basic, the better.

   The trick here is to find one that you can program to receive incoming calls but be locked if the user tries to make an outgoing call. If you have to purchase one or add it to your existing contract, just make sure it will function as I described above. Most manufacturers have a number of models with this feature. We use the LG VX8300. If you get a phone with the same carrier that your department uses, you may be able to take advantage of free and unlimited mobile-to-mobile calls. Then, if negotiations run for hours and hours, at least you're not paying by the minute.

2. **A delivery mechanism.** I suggest a clear-top Pelican 1020 Micro Case. It's tough, see-through, guaranteed for life and reasonably priced around $20. The 1020 size fits most current cellular handsets. Just put a small piece of foam in the bottom, load the handset and point to the window that you want your tactical team to throw it through.

With the package delivered, you are ready to use your cell phone or any

---

**LG phone security code procedure to lock outgoing calls**

1. **My Account**
2. **Tools**
3. **Sounds Settings**
4. **Display Settings**
5. **Security**
6. **System Select**
7. **NAM Select**

**Phone Settings**

1. **Standalone Mode**
2. **Shortcut Key**
3. **Language**
4. **Location**
5. **Security**
6. **System Select**
7. **NAM Select**

**Enter Lock Code**

---

Top: Pelican case pre-modification
Bottom: Pelican case after-modification
landline phone to call the barricaded area. The throw phone’s number is known only to you so the media can’t use the reverse directory and dial up the bad guy.

Can the bad guy unlock it and make outgoing calls? No, he can only receive calls. There is only one number he can dial: 9-1-1. And if he does, your emergency call center can simply forward the call to your location. Bad guy connected equals mission accomplished.

Locking and unlocking the phone is quite simple. On most phones, go to the settings and tools menu, select phone settings, then security. The phone will prompt you to enter the lock code, which is typically the last four digits of the phone’s number. After you enter the number it will prompt you to enter the lock mode, then either lock or unlock the phone.

Be sure to test the handset by trying to dial any phone number. If it is locked, the call will not go through. Now the bad guy can only receive phone calls from you. Don’t worry about the bad guy guessing the unlock code; there are 10,000 different combinations for him to try (and fail).

Battery awareness

Getting back to Sam’s Law, in time you will get a feel for how long the cell phone’s battery will last. You will need to tell the bad guy that you have a hard-wired phone that you can have delivered about a half hour before you anticipate the battery will fail or anytime you think the bad guy would be willing to accept it. This allows your tactical team the opportunity to deliver the throw phone with all of the fancy features we have grown to love and find so helpful.

Finishing touches

- Use a label maker to put a “Lift Here” sticker in a bright color on the flaps.
- If you want to send in a body mic you can purchase a slightly larger Micro Case and fit it with a false bottom to conceal the covert equipment.
- A few holes drilled through the clear plastic top will help the bad guy hear the ringer when you call. Don’t make the holes too big; a couple of small holes are better than one big one. Start with a pilot hole and drill slowly to protect the clear plastic top.

Crashing a throw phone through a window should not be your first choice for establishing contact with a barricaded gunman. However, this handy little gadget is both practical and inexpensive and should be one more tool in your team’s bag of tricks that can be used when necessary.
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State Crisis Negotiation Associations

- Arkansas Crisis Negotiators Association
- California Association of Hostage Negotiators
- Delaware Valley Negotiators Association
- East Bay Hostage Negotiator Association
- Florida Association of Hostage Negotiators
- Illinois Crisis Negotiators Association
- Indiana Assoc. of Hostage/Crisis Negotiators
- Kansas Association of Hostage Negotiators
- Louisiana Association of Crisis Negotiators
- Michigan Association of Hostage Negotiators
- Midwest Crisis Negotiators
- New England Crisis Negotiators Association
- National Council of Negotiations Associations
- New Jersey Association of Crisis Negotiators
- New York Association of Hostage Negotiators
- Ohio Crisis Negotiators Association
- Pittsburgh Area Negotiation Association
- Rocky Mountain Hostage Negotiator Assoc.
- San Diego County Hostage Negotiator Assoc.
- Santa Clara Hostage Negotiator Association
- South Carolina Crisis Negotiators Association
- Texas Association of Hostage Negotiators
- Tri County SWAT & Hostage Negotiators Assoc.
- Virginia Negotiators Association
- Western Pennsylvania Negotiators Association
- Western States Hostage Negotiators Assoc.
- Wisconsin Crisis Negotiators Association

For links and contact information for these associations, visit the Crisis Negotiators section of our Web site at www ntoa org.
While others talk about their evolving technologies for tomorrow, Rescue Phone has set the standard for over 30 years. More users, more deployments, more saves than any other system in the world...
**BLUETOOTH® Enabled Equipment**

**CELLULAR RESPONSE CONSOLE™**

- **Features:**
  - MIC Mute Switch for Negotiator
  - Charging Port for a Cell Phone
  - Internal Rechargeable Battery
  - Low Battery Indicator

- **Contents:**
  - Negotiator Headset
  - 3 Monitoring Headphones
  - Command Speaker w/25' Cable
  - Digital Audio Recorder
  - AC and DC Recharger Cords

- **Price:** $1,495.00

---

**QUAD™**

- **Features:**
  - Fully Enclosed Negotiator Headset
  - Throw Case
  - Third Party Intermediary Message Input
  - Internal Rechargeable Battery
  - Modular System Allows for Video Update, using Plug-and-Play Technology

- **Contents:**
  - Negotiator Headset
  - 3 Dual Ear Monitoring Headphones
  - Command Speaker w/50' Cable
  - Digital Audio Recorder
  - Throw Case with 75' Protected Cable
  - Wire Spool with 1,000 feet of telephone wire
  - All necessary plugs, cords, and adapters

- **Price:** $5,995.00

---

**Landline Eliminator**

- **Price:** $599.00

Provides True Dial Tone Service to your Hostage Negotiator System using your cell phone.
Prices good through December 31, 2014

WARRANTY

Rescue Phone, Inc. warrants its products to be free of manufacturing defects for a period of five years from the original date of delivery. This warranty does not include damage from accident, misuse, improper operation, or unauthorized repairs or alterations. Rescue Phone products are for use only by persons authorized by applicable local, state, and federal laws. Rescue Phone, Inc. is not responsible for any civil or criminal claims arising from any intentional or accidental misuse.

No license is granted by implication or otherwise.

Plantronics Retro Headset (negotiator) .................................................................$ 150
Command Speaker w/50’ cord ........................................................................$ 200
Throw Phone (replacement throw phone for CRT) ...........................................$ 250
Throw Case (TC-12QUAD) w/75’ Protected Cable .........................................$ 850
Throw Case (TC-12CRT) w/75’ Protected Cable ............................................$ 750
Wire Spool for CRT ......................................................................................$ 850
Wire Spool for QUAD ...............................................................................$ 950
Sony Digital Recorder w/coiled cord .............................................................$ 95

Please visit our website for our User’s List and a more detailed list of accessories.

www.RescuePhone.us

Prices Subject To Change.
Please Call 800-737-2832 for Current Prices and Availability
or e-mail us at info@RescuePhone.us

2146 PRIEST BRIDGE COURT, SUITE 3 CROFTON, MD 21114 TEL: 410-451-7300 FAX: 410-451-1452
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